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As we stay here secured down our homes while COVID-19 com-
promises how we carry on with our carries on with; one ponders 
the old life we drove. We rarely stressed over contact with others, 
or individuals strolling past us in the road. At the point when we 
got a viral disease, the greater part of us thought of a cold or influ-
enza, and anticipated throbs, torments, and a stodgy head, how-
ever not many of us dreaded death toll. What's more, relatively few 
individuals were keen on points, for example, testing rates, testing 
techniques, or testing speeds. Be that as it may, some were. The 
papers in this virtual issue are by a portion of the specialists that 
have been creating tests to recognize infections. 

The sort of exploration they were doing was no less signifi-
cant than it is currently. Recent developments have quite recently 
brought the significance of their work into center. HIV, SARS, MERS, 
winged creature influenza, and zika had exhibited that the rise of 
new infections can incredibly affect the world. Commonly, just in-
fluenced network's focused, however with COVID-19 that is we all. 

What we have discovered from COVID-19 is that the areas of the 
globe best in lessening the spread of the infection think South Ko-
rea, Taiwan, and Australia to give some examples had a double sys-
tem of a fast lockdown of the nation, and broad testing, Many tests 
per thousand individuals and a low level of tests performed being 
certain, is a shared characteristic. Involvement in an assortment 
of other viral flare-ups positively implied quite a bit of South East 
Asia had very much evolved conventions set up, which revolved 
around testing and confinement. Along these lines, testing has 
been at the extremely cutting edge of the battle against COVID-19. 

The best testing techniques are separated, as opposed to be-
ing a one-size-fits-all methodology. There are significant jobs for 
extremely straightforward screening device, for example, tempera-
ture detecting, fast sub-atomic tests-including the parallel stream-
based IgM and IgG counter acting agent tests that demonstrate pre-
sentation and reaction to the infection, and the quantitative PCR 
tests that measure the viral genome legitimately. 

We need every one of these sorts of tests, and we need upgrades. 
Obviously a quick, compact test that could identify the infection 
straightforwardly, with high affectability and explicitness, would 
be a splendid development. It is likewise evident that improving 
the affectability of the serological tests, so they could caution of 
contamination prior, would help diminish network transmissions. 

The issue leads with a survey on identification of biothreats 
(Mother Nature is a cultivated bioterrorist!), and afterward covers 
a scope of inventive technologies [1] that attention on examines for 
purpose of care testing [2-4], quicker symptomatic testing [5-8], 
increasingly touchy analytic testing [9-17], describing the reaction 
to the virus [18-21] and profoundly delicate techniques for organi-
cally following and portraying the virus [22,23]. The papers spread 
advances that distinguish qualities explicit to an infection, that 
identify antibodies, and that even recognize the infection particles 
themselves. They spread infections from seasonal influenza, to Eb-
ola, MERS, zika, HIV, and right now, SARS-CoV-2. We as of now have 
different papers experiencing our evaluating forms on SARS-CoV-2. 

The papers we chose are only a subset of the numerous, imagi-
native papers on contamination and identification. We have dis-
tributed, and they speak to the mind-blowing work being done the 
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world over in discovery science that will help protect us. At the 
point when we read the papers, they give us trust that we will be 
obviously better furnished to manage any future expected pan-
demics. We thank these researchers for their exploration.
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